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About This Game

Block Blowout offers original brick-breaker arcade action inspired by the timeless classic. Blast your way through 84
challenging levels and collect useful upgrades and weapons of mass-destruction. Rockets and lasers help clear the screen, but

watch out, as those are limited in numbers. Cool upgrades such as fireballs, extra lives, wider bats and nukes are available. You
can even unleash your creative powers by designing your very own levels using the intuitive built-in level designer.

KEY FEATURES

84 Challenging levels

Built-in level designer

Rockets & Lasers

Collectible upgrades
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Title: Block Blowout
Genre: Action, Casual
Developer:
EnsenaSoft
Publisher:
EnsenaSoft
Release Date: 26 Oct, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP Service Pack 2 (SP2), Vista, 7, 8, 10

Processor: 1.0 GHz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: vCard with DirectX 9.0 support

Storage: 100 MB available space

English
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cheese block blowout. block blowout. the block blowout

It's ok. Good graphics and immersive experience, but odd and disturbing little story. I'll give it a thumbs up, but only just..
Anybody knows, how to activate this product? It tells me that I have an inernet connection problems, but I don't.. Pylon Rogue is
an excellent top-down rogue-like, it brings a refreshing combat system and a unique environment to the genre. I highly
recommend this game to those that enjoy rogue-like's.

The gameplay is solid, you manually move your character and attack, there is not auto attack or click-to-move. There are two
classes (currently) to choose from a palandin or ranger, melee or range respectively. Each class has their own unique skills, 1
main attack, 1 defensive ability, and 1 active skill. You can find items throughout your current game session that grant passive
buffs.

how the game works, there is an overworld map. You choose a stage and complete them. Within each stage are multiple locked
rooms. The goal is to find the exit, to do so you have to clear each room to find the portal. You do not have to clear all the
rooms, but if you do so, a bonus chest appears with items.

I don't really have any negatives for this game, overall it is a positive experience, it has a great foundation to build upon.

The dev's are super active and helpful in the forums, definitely stop by and ask any questions or suggestions you may have.

From a hours to price ratio, you will definitely get your money's worth and more once content starts getting released. This game
is a must have either now or later down the road.. Great way to take care of destructive moods. Fun game play, easy controls and
fun puzzles.. Although it mainly contains the puzzles in the game (and simplified versions of it) there are some new ones that are
really fun to complete. I'd recommend this to those who are absolute fans of the original game and want to get that tiny last bit
out of it before you go back and play it with the serious sam voice over ;P. This game is very repetitive, don't get me wrong I
think it is an awesome game especially when I’m at college and have to play in offline mode which limits the amount of games I
can play, but it is very repetitive. By repetitive I mean that there are 3 maps and I thought there was only 1 map as it wasn't easy
to find how to change between maps. The 3 maps are very straight forward literally! Because the maps are very long and that's
it, there isn't many roads on each of them, they have a few turns hear and there but it is 1-2 main roads and a couple more
smaller roads. Another negative about the game is how unrealistic the game is yet again don't get me wrong, the graphics aren't
bad but the AI are awful, I will be driving and a truck will flip up into the air or a car will just suddenly roll over or disappear.
Also on the Australia map there are fire engines that drive around, just fire engines no other emergency service and the problem
is they do nothing, they aren't going anywhere which is something I can deal with but they are a normal vehicle, there state is as
a normal vehicle; same speed, doesn't overtake. Last negative point I would like to mention is the trailer, the trailer in itself isn't
registered as an obstructive object as cars and trucks will just drive into it, this can be easily tested by parking your trailer in the
middle of the road and detaching it (Press 'T') so you can see the crash. I can be driving slow and a car will ram up behind me
which loses me points and I like to maintain a 100% delivery rate (I'm sad like that).
Okay now for the positives, the graphics to me are spot on, and the extras like indicators, window wipers and hazard lights are
all there which is something I love. The road trains are the best things ever to drive because to me the longer the vehicle, the
better. The physics feel good as well.

Overall I don't recommend this game, Euro Truck Simulator 2 is the way to go if you are after a trucking game, the maps are
bigger and everything is much more realistic.
. Interesting mix of shoot'em-up bullet hell games and 4X strategy. You can explore the Universe, fight through thousands of
various enemy units, research new technologies, build a lot of stuff and experience the storyline, something that 4X games
usually lack. The music is awesome, too.
However, the storyline itself is somewhat shallow, character depth is nonexistent, and the game only runs at 640x480 and
800x600, forcing you to play in Windowed mode, if you have a 16:9 monitor.
Overall, it's a great game, which I played for around 30 hours outside of Steam, and 13 more hours here. It's not worth the full
price of 10 dollars\/euros, because it's outdated, but you should definitely grab it during the sale.
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Fun little game. Rather than just a normal bowling game it throws in different items to help you or hinder your apponent, a bit
like how mariokart has items.
. Yes! Wing commander meets anime style cutscenes. So frickin fun. You guys could make 10 more of these and i will buy
them all!. This is an amazing game, especially when comparing it to its predecessor GSM (2016). The most important
improvement for me is the reduced waiting time when the game is processing all the results. Moreover, it shows what
percentage it already processed which gives a good indication how long to wait (which is not too long). The other feature that i
loved are the player pictures\/images. Moreover, the games and scores seem realistic, and the transfer system balanced. It is
great to know what a player expects prior to buying him because in the previous GSM one would sometimes need to spend
unnecessary amount of 'turns' to figure it out. If you want to have the CM feeling you should buy this game. However, that
doesnt mean it is CM or should become it. Maybe in the future it would be nice to be able to add the feature of defensive,
neutral, and attacking mentality. However, it should never become FM in the sense of its complicated unrealistic 'realism'.
People should remember that gaming should be fun and not a part-time job. This game realizes that and within five years - if the
developer wants it - it can overcome FM.. Suggest this is one those games that return me the faith in gamedev =D
I'm kidding )) but it's surelly good game. This game has a glimmer of potential buried under a pile of rubbish. The progression
system and controls are at odds with each other making the game seem surprisingly mean-spirited. I'm fairly sure this game is
actually trying to make you hate it, once I cleared the first world and started developing a begrudging affection for it it deleted
my save.. not working in windows 8.1. Unmechanical involves solving logical as well as physical puzzles which are quite tricky
but not too hard to solve. The gameplay and atmosphere is very relaxing. However, some of the puzzles require good memory,
but a way around that is to draw or write down things in order to help you remember. While I found most puzzles challenging
and got stuck a few times, it was not too difficult to complete this game and was actually very relaxing and quite enjoyable. I
would recommend this to anyone who likes solving puzzles and those who like a challenge.. Good small third person puzzle-
game that toys around with several concepts. Free because it's a student project.
It's short, I've finished it. Or, at least, got to one ending. Maybe they have a different one if you collect every collectible(not that
difficult but I'm not into that kind of thing).. Procedural generation reminds me of the first Diablo. Using their signature art
style, Puppy Games manage to make enemies that are simultaneously adorable and terrifying. Creeping through the tight Metro
Tunnels in the dark with foes growling around the next corner is pretty great. Lots of items to craft and every one I've seen has
useful effects. Everything oozes more polish than I had expected. Also, the game mechanics surrounding the Flashlight are
superb. Worth playing.
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